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Abstract The representation of contrail cirrus in climate models has advanced in the last years
tremendously. Nevertheless, uncertainties in particular regarding the representation of contrail
microphysics still remain. Properties of young contrail cirrus diﬀer from those of natural cirrus due to
the large ice crystal number concentration common in contrails. Consequently, microphysical process rates
in contrail cirrus, which control its lifetime, can be very diﬀerent to those in natural cirrus. We extend a
contrail cirrus scheme within a climate model by implementing a microphysical two-moment scheme
and study the life cycle of a contrail cirrus cluster. In an idealized experiment we study the properties and
microphysical process rates of a contrail cirrus cluster in a large and long-lived ice supersaturated region.
We ﬁnd that at ﬂight level contrail cirrus display their typical high ice crystal number concentration
(of about 10–100 cm−3) for a few hours with far lower densities in lower levels caused by sedimentation.
After about 7 h contrail cirrus have spread considerably so that even at ﬂight level associated ice crystal
number concentrations have dropped to values that prohibit fast relaxation of ice supersaturation. The
reduced ice crystal number and the resulting limited water uptake in the contrail cirrus limit the lifetime
of the contrail cirrus cluster to about 10 h even though surrounding conditions would be still favorable for
contrail cirrus persistence. In our case studies, contrail cirrus resembles natural cirrus regarding their ice
crystal number concentration and size after 5–7 h.
1. Introduction
Aviation contributes 3–8% to the overall anthropogenic forcing [Lee et al., 2009]. Of the aviation eﬀects the
radiative forcing due to contrail cirrus, consisting of linear contrails and the cirrus clouds arising from them,
is larger than that due to CO2 accumulated from aviation [Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011; Boucher et al., 2013].
With a projected yearly growth of the aviation sector of about 5% [ICAO, 2007] the climate eﬀect of contrail
cirrus is growing in importance.
Contrails form in air that is cold and moist enough so that an aircraft plume reaches water saturation when
mixing with the surrounding air [Schumann, 1996] and can persist as long as air is at least ice saturated.
Scattering of shortwave radiation by ice crystals leads to a reduction of solar radiation at the Earth surface,
which has a cooling eﬀect. On the other hand absorption and emission of longwave radiation reduce the ter-
restrial outgoing radiation, because absorbed infrared radiation is emitted at signiﬁcantly lower temperatures
than from the Earth surface. This warming eﬀect dominates on average for optically thin ice clouds such as
contrail cirrus [Meerkötter et al., 1999].
The contrail cirrus climate impact is determined by contrail cirrus microphysical properties and coverage.
Important factors controlling contrail cirrus microphysical properties are the total number of ice crystals
formed [Kärcher et al., 2015] and surviving the vortex phase [Unterstrasser, 2014; Lewellen, 2014] and the
amount of water vapor deposited on ice crystals. The latter is, in particular in the beginning of the contrail
lifetime, dependent on relative humidity and on the growth of the contrail cirrus volume. The evolution of
the ice crystal number concentration is determined by the number of ice crystals surviving the vortex phase,
the air volume mixed into the contrail and by microphysical process rates and can limit the overall amount
of water that can be deposited on ice crystals. Deposition is dependent on the level of ambient moisture
available for deposition and on the ice crystal concentration and controls the growth of ice crystals and there-
fore sedimentation rates. Contrail cirrus volume is not only mainly controlled by the interaction of shear and
sedimentation [Lewellen, 2014] but also by turbulent diﬀusion [Dürbeck and Gerz, 1996]. Microphysical prop-
erties and process rates in contrail cirrus depend strongly on the age of the contrail. In young contrails many
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small ice particles compete for the water vapor available for deposition. Within the contrail cirrus core area
ice supersaturation is reduced eﬃciently by deposition on the ice crystals [Heymsﬁeld et al., 1998] which leads
to ice particle growth. The evidence of ice crystal sedimentation can sometimes, in highly ice supersaturated
air, be seen in large fall streaks [Atlas et al., 2006]. Microphysical and optical properties of aged contrail cirrus
change and are thought to eventually resemble those of neighboring cirrus.
The evolution of single contrails and their detailedmicrophysical development is successfully simulated using
large eddy simulations (LES) models [e.g., Jensen et al., 1998; Lewellen, 2014; Paoli et al., 2013; Paoli and Shariﬀ ,
2016;Unterstrasser andGierens, 2010]. The very high temporal and spatial resolution and detailedmicrophysi-
cal parameterizations allow a realistic simulation of the development of young contrails. Later on, the contrail
life cycle is often dominated by changes in the synoptic situation and contrails may interact or overlap with
other contrails or natural clouds. In order to resolve this interaction, contrail cirrus development is studied
in models resolving the evolution of the atmospheric state, e.g., in numerical weather prediction or climate
models. Within those models the representation of contrails is naturally coarser; nevertheless, if the climate
impact of contrails is to be estimated in a climate model, the main properties of contrail cirrus development
need to be captured despite the low resolution. Here we show that our contrail parameterization is able to
simulate those main properties and their evolution.
Representing contrail cirrus in climatemodels,many simpliﬁcations are usuallymade. Contrailsmay be simply
treated as a source term for the ice crystal budget of the natural cirrus, mixing the microphysical properties
of natural ice clouds and contrails [Chen et al., 2012], and making resulting changes in ice cloud proper-
ties diﬃcult to interpret. Given the nonlinear nature of microphysical processes this mixing can introduce
biases in the microphysical process rates of both natural clouds and contrail cirrus. Contrail cirrus evolution
may be calculated oﬄine without feedback on the moisture or energy budget of the atmosphere and with
limited knowledge of cloud vertical overlaps [Schumann, 2012], which are crucial for estimating radiative
ﬂuxes. While representing contrail cirrus within a climate model as an independent cloud class the contrail
cirrus scheme of Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009] captures the competition between contrail cirrus and natural
cirrus for available water vapor. The decrease of natural cirrus as feedback process is included. Nevertheless,
the parameterization relies on a one-moment microphysical scheme treating microphysical processes as a
function of ice water content only. This means that microphysical and optical diﬀerences and the resulting
diﬀerences in microphysical process rates between contrail cirrus and natural cirrus (or old and young con-
trail cirrus) that are caused by diﬀerences in particle number concentrations could not be represented. The
dependence of water vapor deposition on ice crystal number concentrations could not be resolved neglect-
ing the fact that aged contrail cirrus may have very low ice crystal number concentrations that may not allow
the relaxation of supersaturation within a model time step.
In this paper we aim at studying the evolution of a contrail cirrus cluster in a large scale and long-lived ice
supersaturated area. This kind of situation is particularly suited to the evaluation of themicrophysical scheme
of the contrail cirrus parameterization due to two reasons: First, the evolution of contrail cirrus and the role
of microphysical process rates limiting the lifetime of the cluster can be analyzed. Second, long-lived contrail
cirrus clusters have a large impact on contrail cirrus cover and on contrail cirrus radiative forcing. Therefore,
their representation in a model should be examined. We develop an improved contrail cirrus parameteriza-
tion based on the work of Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009] using a microphysical two-moment scheme based
on the work of Lohmann et al. [2008]. In section 2.1 we describe the changes to the natural cloud scheme
which were necessary in order to make the fractional cloud cover of Sundqvist [1978] consistent with the
two-moment microphysics of Lohmann et al. [2008] in the ice cloud regime, a prerequisite for simulating
contrail cirrus. In section 2.2 we introduce the new contrail cirrus parameterization. We discuss how the life
cycle of contrails, including their microphysical development, can be described in a general circulationmodel
(ECHAM5-CCMod) and which processes need to be captured to resolve microphysical properties realistically.
In particular the representation of water vapor deposition, that is limited for young contrails by the contrail
volume and for aging contrail cirrus by the ice crystal number density, turned out to be important. The param-
eterization of the increase in contrail cirrus volume is based on turbulent diﬀusional growth and the interplay
of vertical wind shear and sedimentation (Appendix A). In section 2.3 we introduce an idealized experiment
and discuss the evolution and the microphysical process rates of the contrail cirrus cluster (section 3). We
study the contrail cirrus life cycle in a long-lived and large-scale ice supersaturated synoptic situation since
microphysical process rates have a maximum impact on the contrail cirrus life cycle in those situations.
We compare the ice crystal dilution seen on average within the contrail cirrus cluster with LES estimates
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(section 3.1) and discuss the impact of dilution on supersaturation relaxation (section 3.2) and the limita-
tion of water uptake due to low ice crystal number concentrations within old contrail cirrus or in areas that
are dominated by sedimenting ice crystals. We analyze how fast contrail cirrus microphysical and optical
properties (section 3.3) resemble those of natural cirrus. The microphysical evolution of the idealized study
is compared with two more long-lived contrail cirrus clusters in section 3.4. Conclusions are summarized in
section 4.
2. Model and Data
2.1. The Natural Cloud Scheme
Webaseourmodel development on the ECHAM5-HAMmodel [Roeckner etal., 2003; Stier etal., 2005] including
the microphysical two-moment scheme of Lohmann et al. [2008]. The latter introduces grid mean ice super-
saturation consistent with the microphysics of ice clouds. Since the fractional cloud cover scheme [Sundqvist,
1978] is unable to deal with ice supersaturation, the introduction of grid mean ice supersaturation results in
an all or nothing cloud cover in the ice cloud regime. Fractional cloud cover is crucially important in low reso-
lution models and is a prerequisite for simulating contrail cirrus. We reintroduce fractional cloud cover, bci , as
a function of relative humidity, r [Sundqvist, 1978], also for the ice cloud regime:
bci = 1 −
√
1 −
r − rci
rsat − rci
. (1)
When r exceeds the critical relative humidity for natural cloud formation, rci , cloud coverage is larger than zero.
rci is resolution dependent. In our simulations rci = 0.7. Full cloud coverage is realized, when relative humidity
reaches saturation, rsat = 1. We assume that in a newly formed cloud, a cloud that was not transported into
the grid box, the homogeneous nucleation threshold is reached. In this case ice nucleation is triggered in the
fraction of the grid box occupied by the new cloudwhile the grid box is gridmean subsaturated. This gives us
the possibility of keeping changes to the natural cloud microphysics scheme at a minimum while regaining
fractional cloud cover. In adapting thenatural cloud schemewemake a trade-oﬀ. Lohmannetal. [2008] resolve
the nucleation events at gridmean ice supersaturation while degrading the cloud cover scheme, whereas we
reintroduce the fractional cloud cover also for ice clouds while having to make assumptions about trigger-
ing of nucleation events. In order to simulate both fractional cloud cover and ice supersaturation leading to
nucleation events consistently, it would be necessary to introduce a fully prognostic cloud scheme [Kärcher
and Burkhardt, 2008].
Ice nucleation is triggered distinguishing between already existing cirrus and newly developed cirrus. We
assume that a positive increment of cirrus cover, calculated from the diagnostic cloud cover parameterization,
relative to the preexisting advected cirrus cover represents newly developed cirrus, whereas the remaining
cirrus cover is assumed to be old. We estimate the nucleation of ice crystals, considering only homogeneous
nucleation, in the followingway: (1) In a newly developed cloud, relative humidity is assumed to have reached
the nucleation threshold. Following Kärcher and Lohmann [2002] the number of nucleated ice crystals is
calculated dependent on the nucleation threshold relative humidity, the vertical velocity, which is approxi-
mated in our model by the resolved vertical velocity and its subgrid variability, estimated from the turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE), as in the original microphysical two-moment scheme [Lohmann and Kärcher, 2002].
(2) Within an existing cloud secondary nucleation is allowed and calculated in the same way as the primary
ice nucleation in the newly clouded area except that the cooling rate, that drives the nucleation event, is
decreased due to the deposition on existing ice crystals [Kärcher et al., 2006]. (3) Finally in case the cloud cover
parameterization indicates that a cirrus has newly formed and the cooling rate is very small or even negative
(less than 0.1mm/s) we estimate the nucleated ice crystal number in the followingway. Assuming an average
temperature-dependent ice crystal radius [Wang and Sassen, 2002] we infer the nucleated ice crystal number
from the depositedwater (resulting from saturation adjustmentwithin the cloud). This is an uncommon situa-
tion and associated ice crystal nucleation rates have a small impact on the overall nucleation rate. They are on
average at least one and inmany areas several orders ofmagnitude smaller than the nucleation rate described
under 1 and 2. (4) If cirrus cover decreases we keep ice crystal number density constant. Note that the largest
uncertainty estimating icenucleation comes fromtheuncertainty in the subgrid variability of the verticalwind
velocity which is driving the nucleation event. Comparing to aircraft data, it has been shown that using the
TKE approach, the representation of the vertical wind variability and the associated nucleation events are
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largely improved as compared to using only resolved vertical winds [Kärcher and Ström, 2003]. Hoyle et al.
[2005] use a probability density function of subgrid-scale variability of the cooling rate derived from aircraft
measurements and show that following a trajectory in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts model the imposed subgrid-scale variability greatly improves their simulated ice crystal number
densities, whereas the TKE approach gives slightly smaller number concentrations. Nevertheless, large uncer-
tainties remain.
Water vapor deposition is calculated driving in-cloud relative humidity down to saturation within a time step.
We do not allow ice supersaturation within the cloud.
After introducing the above modiﬁcations to the cloud scheme, we retuned the model to be in radiative
equilibrium. We stay within the parameter range explored by Lohmann and Ferrachat [2010] except for the
parameters dealingwith the autoconversion rate and the entrainment rate for deep convection, whichwe set
to values slightly lower/higher than Lohmann and Ferrachat to be 0.5 and 2.5 ⋅10−4, respectively. We perform
a 10 year simulation in T42L41 with a time step of 15min and predescribed Atmospheric Model Intercompar-
ison Project II sea surface temperatures. This model conﬁguration with 41 vertical layers (16 above 200 hPa
and 25 below) is used because of the increased vertical resolution, about 500 m, near the tropopause [Kurz,
2007]. Sincewe introduced changes only to the in situ formed and thereforemostly thin ice cloudswe use the
CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) satellite simulator [Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011; Nam and Quaas,
2012] in order to compare the simulated cloud cover above 440 hPa to observations from Calipso [Chepfer
et al., 2010]. The satellite simulator calculates from model data the ice cloud coverage that a satellite instru-
ment could have detected enabling a fair comparison with satellite observations. The comparison indicates
that our cloud cover is slightly overestimated by up to 10% (Figure 1a). This overestimation mainly results
from a generally too large cloud cover in the subtropics and an overestimation outside themidlatitude storm
tracks. Both problemsmay be due to the low resolution in ourmodel (T42L41). The commonmodel bias (cold
bias) in polar regions with a too high tropopause contributes to an overestimation of polar cloud cover.
The dependence of the simulated ice water content on temperature (Figure 1b) matches closely results
from aircrafts measurements [Schiller et al., 2008] taking into account the uncertainty in this dependence.
For the comparison model data are sampled similarly to aircraft measurements in three regions: Arctic
(January–March from 58 to 75∘N in 5 − 13 km height), midlatitudes (October–December from 40 to 70∘N
in 6 − 14 km height), and tropics (January, February, March, November, and December from −23 to 23∘N
in 8.5 − 19 km height). The model may be overestimating IWC at low temperatures. This bias likely results
from a relatively high ice water content in the tropical upper troposphere in the simulations [NamandQuaas,
2012; Gehlot and Quaas, 2012]. The simulated zonal mean grid mean ice crystal number concentration of
natural clouds (Figure 2a) reaches maxima of 0.5 to 1 cm−3 at lower levels and of 0.1 cm−3 at temperatures
below about 233 K. In our simulations ice crystals at lower model levels are mainly formed by freezing of
cloud droplets.
Comparing with aircraft data collected in the months between January and June in an area between 85∘W
and109∘Wand26∘Nand 42∘N (an area inﬂuenced strongly by convective activity) at heights between 6.5 and
15 km [Jensen et al., 2013] our scheme agrees very well with observations at low temperatures (190–215 K).
The probability of in-cloud ice crystal number concentrations is maximum at low number concentrations and
the drop oﬀ in probability is near the value of 1 cm−3. In the warmer regimes the probability of high (low)
ice crystal concentrations is too high (low) in our model simulations (Figure 2b) relative to measurements.
Thismismatch betweenmodel simulations andmeasurements in this convectively active region ismost likely
resulting from an overestimation of the convective input and problems simulating its processing within the
anvil. Convective events have a long-lasting impact on the amount of condensate and associated ice crystal
number concentrations in the upper troposphere. But eventually, in aged anvil cirrus ice crystal number con-
centrations are typically not very diﬀerent from those in cirrus formed in situ, e.g., Jensen et al. [2009]. The
high frequency of large in-cloud ice crystal number concentrations may therefore be connected with both,
diﬃculties in estimating the convective input in ice crystal number and in simulating the temporal evolution
of the convective anvil. As the inﬂuence of convection on the ice crystal number concentration decreases
with height and homogeneous nucleation becomes the dominant source of ice crystals at lower tempera-
tures (190–215 K), the model appears to estimate ice crystal number concentrations of in situ formed cirrus
realistically. Jensen et al. [2013] show that the measurements can be reproduced in detailed simulations with
high resolution considering homogeneous nucleation only. This means that it is not likely that treating only
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Figure 1. (a) Zonal mean cloud cover above 440 hPa of natural clouds as simulated by ECHAM5-CCMod (black dashed
line) and when using the COSP satellite simulator (black solid line) in comparison to CALIPSO measurements (red line).
(b) In-cloud ice water content variability as a function of temperature of natural clouds as simulated by ECHAM5-CCMod.
The variability in modeled IWC is indicated by light blue dots and mean values (within 2 K bins) by fat dark blue dots.
Black curves describe the mean (solid) and maximum values (99% envelop) (dashed) of IWC ﬁtted to in situ observations
from measurement campaigns [Schiller et al., 2008]. Additionally, the mean IWC from other ﬁts to in situ observations
from the literature are shown: thin orange dotted line [Schumann, 2002] and red dotted line [Wang and Sassen, 2002;
Kärcher and Voigt, 2006].
Figure 2. (a) Zonal mean grid mean ice crystal number concentration of natural clouds in [cm−3] and (b) relative frequency of in-cloud ice crystal number
concentrations of natural clouds for diﬀerent temperature regimes as simulated by ECHAM5-CCMod. In Figure 2a the data are averaged over the whole grid box
and is sampled over clear and cloudy periods, the solid black lines indicate 273 K and 235 K isolines. The probability of ice crystal number concentrations in
Figure 2b is calculated from simulated values in the same geographical area and season as the aircraft measurements of Jensen et al. [2013]. As in the
measurements the lower limit for ice crystal number concentrations was set to be 5 per liter.
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Figure 3. Frequency of ice supersaturation (left) in ECHAM5-CCMod and (right) in scaled AIRS satellite measurements
[Lamquin et al., 2012] in the upper troposphere.
homogenous ice nucleation in our model is the reason for the overestimation of the probability of high ice
crystal number concentrations.
The fractional ice supersaturated area was parameterized according to Burkhardt et al. [2008] based on the
information of subgrid variability of total water inherent in the cloud scheme. In Figure 3 the resulting ice
supersaturation frequency is compared to Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) satellite observations that
were scaled using Measurement of OZone on Airbus In-service airCraft (MOZAIC) in situ measurements
[Lamquin et al., 2012]. Between 150 hPa and 200 hPa ice supersaturation frequency is well simulated with
maxima in the tropics and low frequencies in the extra tropics. Simulated tropical maxima are slightly too
low and are extending too far into the subtropics and extratropics indicating a too high tropopause in the
latter areas. Ice supersaturation frequency between 200 hPa and 250 hPa is estimated successfully equator-
ward of about 50∘ latitude with slight underestimation of supersaturation frequency around the Intertropical
Convergence Zone and in the areas of the storm tracks. Poleward of 50∘ the supersaturation frequency is
signiﬁcantly overestimated consistent with the too high tropopause. In those areas ice supersaturation fre-
quency is underestimated in the level below (not shown) indicating that the maxima in upper tropospheric
ice supersaturation are simply shifted upward relative to AIRS observations.
2.2. A Two-Moment Microphysical Scheme for Contrail Cirrus
The contrail cirrus scheme of Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009] forms the basis of our development. In this param-
eterization contrail cirrus are introduced as a newcloud class consistentwith the natural cloud scheme. Rather
than tracing and simulating individual contrails this scheme simulates thebulk contrail coverage and icewater
content. Contrails formaccording to the Schmidt-Appleman criteria [Schumann, 1996] andevolve in ice super-
saturated regions [Burkhardt et al., 2008]. Contrail cirrus coverage increases due to vertical wind shear and
water vapor deposition in contrail cirrus is dependent on the available water vapor. Prognostic variables are
gridmean contrail cirrus cover and length, separated in age classes until the age of 5 h, and ice water content
averaged over all contrail cirrus within the grid box. Contrail cirrus can aﬀect the water budget and compete
with natural clouds for available water vapor.
Consistent with the natural cirrus scheme in ECHAM5-HAM [Lohmann et al., 2008] and our modiﬁcations
(section 2.1), we extend the parameterization of contrail cirrus to a two-moment microphysical scheme,
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with contrail cirrus ice crystal number concentration as a new prognostic variable. The conservation equation
of the contrail cirrus variables is given by
𝜕X
𝜕t
=
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
tsp
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
sed
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
prc
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
spr
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
dif
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
dep/sub
+
(
𝜕X
𝜕t
)
new
, (2)
where X stands for contrail cirrus coverage (b), volume (V) and length (L), ice water content (q), and ice crystal
number concentration (n). Many contrail cirrus processes, such as transport due to advection and vertical dif-
fusion (tsp), sedimentation (sed), and precipitation (prc), have been parameterized in the same way as in the
natural cloud scheme [Roeckner et al., 2003]. Within the microphysical two-moment scheme the size depen-
dency of microphysical processes, such as sedimentation, is described so that they adapt automatically to
the smaller ice crystal sizes of young contrails. Contrail formation (new) and spreading due to vertical wind
shear (spr) have been parameterized as in the contrail cirrus parameterization of Burkhardt andKärcher [2009].
The parameterization of deposition/sublimation (dep/sub) has been adapted to be consistent with the cloud
cover scheme while retaining the dependency on ice crystal number and sizes (see below). A parameteriza-
tion of the increase in contrail cirrus volumedue to turbulent diﬀusion (dif ) has been added (Appendix A). The
new, transport, sedimentation terms are relevant for all contrail cirrus variables; the spreading term is only
relevant for the contrail cover; the volume increase due to turbulent diﬀusion has an impact on the contrail
cirrus volume and in-cloud ice crystal number concentration; the deposition term changes only the IWC, and
the precipitation term impacts only the ice water content and ice crystal number concentration. Note that
besides adding new variables, contrail cirrus volume, and ice crystal number concentration, the parameteri-
zation of deposition and sedimentation is improved relative to the parameterization of Burkhardt and Kärcher
[2009] due to the introduction of the two-momentmicrophysical scheme. As in the old scheme contrail cirrus
are treated as an independent cloud class and microphysical processes are calculated for both cloud classes
independently.
We initialize contrails at 7.5 min of age (half themodel time step) after the vortex phase of the contrail. We set
the initial ice crystal number concentration (
(
𝜕n
𝜕t
)
new
, equation (2)) to 150 particles cm−3, an average value
derived from measurements of contrails with an age of a few minutes [Schumann, 2002; Febvre et al., 2009;
Schröder et al., 2000; Voigt et al., 2011]. This ice crystal number concentration, at 7.5 min after contrail forma-
tion, corresponds to an apparent ice crystal number emission index of 4.5 to 5.5⋅1014 per kg fuel. At formation,
contrail cirrus were initialized with a contrail area cross section of 200 × 200 m and the ﬂight distance that
forms a contrail, as in Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009], giving an initial contrail volume per grid box (
(
𝜕V
𝜕t
)
new
,
equation (2)). We estimate the development of contrail cirrus volume (Appendix A) which limits the water
vapor deposition in young contrails. As the ice crystal number concentration decreases, deposition is reduced
and the contrail cirrus cluster eventually ceases to exist. Except for limiting the deposition rate for young con-
trails, the contrail cirrus volume is of little signiﬁcance for the physical processes describing the evolution of
contrail cirrus.
2.2.1. Deposition
A good representation of deposition (
(
𝜕q
𝜕t
)
dep/sub
, equation (2)) is crucial since deposition determines the
ice crystal growth and associated microphysical process rates. The grid mean available water vapor, Δqv , is
determined by the mass mixing ratio of water vapor, qv , and the saturation mixing ratio over ice, qsat :
Δqv = qv − qsat. (3)
Within young contrails Δqv is equal to the deposition rate due to the typically very large ice crystal number
concentrations [Heymsﬁeld et al., 1998; Kärcher et al., 2015]. In the later contrail cirrus life stages, and in partic-
ular in areas dominated by sedimentation, this may not be the case. Instead, water vapor deposition may be
controlled by the ice crystal number concentration and crystal size due to long diﬀusional growth time scales.
Following Korolev and Mazin [2003] the available water vapor relaxes exponentially to saturation due to the
presence of ice crystals
𝜕Δqv
𝜕t
= −
Δqv
𝜏
. (4)
We estimate the time scale, 𝜏 , with which ice supersaturation can be relaxed due to diﬀusional growth in the
following way:
𝜏−1 = 4𝜋 ⋅ D ⋅ Φ ⋅ C ⋅ r ⋅ n (5)
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with the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, D [Pruppacher and Klett, 1996], the ventilation factor,Φ [Lohmann and Kärcher,
2002], dependent on the sedimentation velocity, and the capacity of the ice particles, C, dependent on the ice
particle form. (C is here assumed to be 1.1.) 𝜏 is dependent on themass-weightedmean ice crystal size, r, and
number density n. It increaseswith contrail cirrus lifetime due to the strong dilution and due to sedimentation
and the resulting strong reduction in ice crystal number concentration.
We calculate the mixing ratio of deposited water per time step,Δqdep, dependent on the temporal evolution
ofΔqv :
Δqdep = Δqv|Δt=0 − Δqv|Δt = Δqv|Δt=0 ⋅ (1 − e− Δt𝜏 ). (6)
In case of Δt ≫ 𝜏 or Δt ≪ 𝜏 the deposited water is equal (Δqv)|Δt=0 and 0, respectively. We approximate
Δqdep assuming that all available water is deposited if the model time step length, Δt, is much larger than
the depositional time scale, 𝜏 . This is particularly the case at the beginning of the contrail cirrus life cycle. As
soon as the time scale 𝜏 is larger than the model time step, we correct deposition with the correction factor
Δt
𝜏
. Late in the life cycle or in the areas dominated by sedimentation Δt is signiﬁcantly smaller than 𝜏 and
the approximation is very good. When Δt is close to 𝜏 , e.g., at ﬂight level after a few hours of lifetime (see
section 3.2) we somewhat overestimate deposition.
We deﬁne a corrected volume, Vcorr, which is the part of the contrail cirrus volume in which saturation is
reached. The corrected volume is a measure for the part of the available water vapor in the total contrail cir-
rus volume, V , that is deposited on the contrail cirrus ice crystals and aﬀects therefore the contrail cirrus ice
water content. The change in contrail cirrus grid mean ice water content is calculated as follows:
(
𝜕q
𝜕t
)
dep
=
Vcorr
Vgb
⋅ Δqv =
Δt
𝜏
⋅
V
Vgb
⋅ Δqv , (7)
with Vgb the total grid box volume. The fraction of the available water vapor that can be deposited on the ice
crystals is proportional to the ice crystal number density and the ice particle size (equation (5)). The limitation
of water deposition due to low ice crystal number concentrations is one of themost important improvements
relative to the contrail cirrus parameterization of Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009] as it limits the optical depth of
old and very diluted contrail cirrus.
2.3. Idealized Experiment
Weperforman idealized simulationof a single contrail cluster and study its properties and temporal evolution.
The air traﬃc density (distance per grid box) and water vapor emissions were prescribed using the AERO2k
air traﬃc inventory [Eyers et al., 2004]. Air traﬃc was switched on for 1 h over the eastern part of the U.S.A.,
southwest of the Great Lakes (34–44∘N, 87–116∘W) at 260 hPa in January. Therefore, the age of the simulated
contrail cirrus in the cluster varies by up to 1 h only, allowing us to study the temporal evolution of contrail
cirrus properties. The general circulationmodel (GCM)was run in T42L41 resolution. In the experiment region
this translates intoageometric dimensionof theGaussiangridboxof about300km×200km×500m(latitude
× longitude × height). If one aircraft ﬂies 30 km through this box and everywhere contrails would form, the
contrail would ﬁll 0.04% of the grid box volume at an age of 7.5 min. Assuming a wind shear of 0.006 s−1,
comparable to the situation in the idealized experiment, and considering only dilution and everywhere ice
supersaturation, the contrail would ﬁll about 1% of the grid box volume after 150 min.
We selected a synoptic situation which is characterized by a large-scale and long-lasting ice supersaturated
area inwinter. Contrails form in a large scale and long-lived ice supersaturated area ahead of a trough situated
southwest of the Great Lakes at 260 hPa and between−55 to−60∘C. In this area contrails coexist with natural
cirrus and the large scale rising and cooling ahead of the upper tropospheric trough provides clouds with
water vapor for deposition. The contrail cirrus cluster is transported eastward over the North Atlantic and
remains for a long time in the ice supersaturated area.
Simulations of single contrail cirrus clusters were performed for two days each. We analyze the temporal evo-
lution of contrail cirrus properties averaged over the whole contrail cirrus cluster, that is, over all grid boxes in
which contrail cirrus exist. Microphysical properties are given as in-cloud values. Properties of natural cirrus
are not displayed.
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the mean in-cloud ice crystal number density (solid black line), averaged over the grid
boxes where contrail cirrus exists, in comparison to the parameterization given by LES for a single contrail (blue line)
[Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010] and by a ﬁt to dilution measurements (green line) [Schumann et al., 1998]. For the
calculation of the temporal evolution from the latter two parameterizations the initial ice crystal number concentration
from the model simulation was prescribed. The dashed black line shows the mean ice crystal number density for a
sensitivity run with a vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient twice as large as in the standard case.
3. Temporal Evolution of a Contrail Cirrus Cluster
3.1. Contrail Cirrus Volume
At the beginning of the contrail cirrus life cycle, the evolution of the contrail cirrus volume limits the water
vapor available for deposition and therefore the deposition itself. After about 1.5 time steps (approximately
22 min) the contrail cross-sectional area is between 0.18 and 0.4 km2 and lies therefore in the range derived
from lidarmeasurements [Freudenthaler et al., 1995]. The simulated in-cloud ice crystal number concentration
averaged over the contrail cluster, which decreases as the contrail cirrus volume increases, is comparedwith a
parameterization derived from detailed LES in Figure 4. The LES used for inferring the parameterization span
the range of atmospheric variability in relative humidity and vertical wind shear that can be found in our GCM
simulation. LES show that the ice particle concentration drops within about 5 h by about 2 orders of magni-
tude (Figure 4, blue line) [Unterstrasser andGierens, 2010]. Depending on the prescribed relative humidity the
decrease in ice crystal number concentration could vary by about 1 order of magnitude with diﬀerences in
wind shear playing a minor role [Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010]. Relative humidity at contrail formation and
during the vortex regime has a strong impact since it determines the ice crystal number concentration after
the vortex regime. The subsequent drop in ice crystal number concentration is approximately independent
of relative humidity. As the dilution parameterization is independent of the initial ice crystal number, we
prescribe our ice crystal number concentration at 7.5 min, well after the vortex phase. We compare our mean
temporal evolution of dilution of the contrail cirrus cluster to the LES estimate for one single contrail.
Our simulated mean ice crystal concentration is in good agreement with the LES (Figure 4) showing a similar
drop over 5 h. Diﬀerences in both simulations may be due to the constant cooling rate prescribed in the LES
which determines the amount of water vapor available for deposition. The latter is in the GCM dependent
on the synoptic situation and may vary signiﬁcantly over time and space and has a strong impact on the
sedimentation rate and the contrail volume. The decrease in ice crystal number concentrations simulated in
this case study is slightly smaller than in the LES even when doubling the vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient, Dv ,
in the GCM parameterization. Considering only dilution due to mixing and turbulence as a growth process
and neglecting growth due to sedimentation (Figure 4, green line) [Schumann et al., 1998] the contrail cirrus
volume growsmuchmore slowly than simulated by the GCM. After about 1–2 h sedimentation becomes the
dominant process for contrail cirrus volume growth in the GCM simulations and is signiﬁcantly larger than in
the dilution-only case. In the LES sedimentation seems to play a signiﬁcant role even earlier judging from the
fact that LES volume growth is much larger than when considering dilution only. In the ﬁrst few time steps
volume growth appears to be slightly too low in the GCM.
3.2. Increase in Ice Water Content Due to Deposition
The increase in ice water content is dependent on the contrail cirrus volume, in particular during the ﬁrst
few hours at ﬂight level, the ice crystal number concentration and the water vapor available for deposition.
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Figure 5. Temporal evolution of water vapor concentration available for deposition (black dashed line), ice water
deposition per time step (black solid line), contrail cirrus volume (blue dashed line), and corrected volume for
(a) deposition (blue solid line) in ﬂight level and (b) one level below averaged over the grid boxes where contrail
cirrus exists.
Due to turbulent diﬀusion and sedimentation the contrail cirrus volume increases (Figure 5, blue dashed line).
At the beginning of the contrail cirrus lifetime, ice crystal number concentrations are so high that all the
available water vapor within the contrail cirrus volume (black dashed line) can be deposited on the contrail
cirrus ice crystals (black solid line). In our simulation, within a large-scale ice supersaturated area, this is the
case at ﬂight level for about the ﬁrst 7 h (Figure 5a). In the level below (Figure 5b), where sedimenting con-
trail cirrus ice crystals dominate the ice crystal number concentration, this is only the case for the ﬁrst 3 h.
Later in the life cycle ice crystal number concentrations are so low that deposition is limited considerably.
Ice supersaturation cannot be relaxed within one time step. Therefore, less water is deposited on the con-
trail cirrus ice crystals than is available. We calculate a corrected contrail volume for deposition (Figure 5, blue
solid line) which corresponds to the part of the contrail cirrus volume in which ice supersaturation can be
relaxed to saturation or in other words. At ﬂight level the limitation of deposition at times of low ice crys-
tal number concentrations has only a signiﬁcant eﬀect for very long lived contrails. In areas in which ice
crystal number concentrations are controlled by sedimentation, water uptake is strongly limited by low ice
crystal number concentrations. In those areas air within contrail cirrus remains ice supersaturated. The impact
of the limitation of deposition rates on the ice water content is the integral of the diﬀerence between the
water vapor available for deposition and water vapor deposited on ice crystals.
In Figure 6 we show the ratio of the corrected contrail cirrus volume, which indicates the part of the contrail
cirrus volume in which ice supersaturation can be relaxed, and the total contrail cirrus volume. The ratio is
strongly dependent on the ice particle number concentration (equation (5); Figure 6, colored asterisks). As
long as the ice crystal number concentration lies above 1 cm−3, the ratio of corrected and total contrail cirrus
volume is equal toonewhichmeans that according toour approximation thewater vapor concentration could
be reduced to saturation. This agrees with observations [Heymsﬁeld et al., 1998; Kaufmann et al., 2014] and LES
[Unterstrasser andGierens, 2010] that show ice saturation inside the contrail core because of the high ice parti-
cle number concentration. Dilution and sedimentation reduces ice crystal number concentration strongly, so
that later on ice particle number density is too small (lower than 1 cm−3) to accommodate all available water
vapor. Therefore, the ratio is smaller thanone andonly a fraction of the availablewater vapor canbedeposited
and air remains supersaturated inside the contrail cirrus. Once ice crystal concentrations have dropped below
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Figure 6. Mean temporal evolution of fraction of corrected contrail volume for deposition to total contrail volume per
grid box at the pressure level of contrail formation (solid line) and one level below (280 hPa, dashed line). For the
pressure level of contrail formation, contrail cirrus in-cloud ice particle number concentrations are color coded with
purple indicating concentrations smaller than 0.01 cm−3, blue for concentrations between 0.01 cm−3 and 1 cm−3 (blue)
and green for concentrations greater than 1 cm−3. Please note that starting at about 3 h after air traﬃc ice crystal
number concentration drops in some grid boxes below 1 cm−3. Associated blue crosses are hidden by the green ones.
0.01 cm−3, less than 10% of available water vapor can be deposited and the contrail cirrus practically ceases
to exist. In our case study this happens after around 12 h. In the level below the ﬂight level ice particle
number concentrations are much smaller from the start and the ratio of corrected and total contrail cirrus
volume (Figure 6, dashed line) decreases much earlier leaving air ice supersaturated even in relatively young
contrails.
3.3. Microphysical and Optical Properties of the Contrail Cirrus Cluster
Figure 7 shows the evolution of ambient humidity and contrail cirrus properties with time, both horizon-
tally averaged over the contrail cirrus area, that is, over the grid boxes containing contrail cirrus. Water vapor
available for deposition during one time step (Figure 7a) is largest in lower levels. It decreases slightly with
time within the contrail cirrus volume.
Right after formation the ice crystal number concentration (Figure 7b) has itsmaximum (about 100 cm−3) and
mean ice particle sizes are on average 1 μm (Figure 7d), which compares well with measured sizes of newly
formed contrails [Schröder et al., 2000; Febvre et al., 2009]. Ice crystal number concentrations decrease quickly
to less than 1 cm−3 after about 5 h. Below the ﬂight level ice crystal number concentrations are much lower.
At about 300 hPa values are as low as 0.1 cm−3 within the contrail cirrus.
Ice water content (IWC, Figure 7c) increases quickly due to deposition of available water vapor, reaching at
ﬂight level maximum values between 1 and 6 h after formation. Afterward ice water content decreases again
due to the fact that sedimentation reduces ice water content and ice crystal number concentration. The latter
causes again a reduction in the deposition rate. This signature of increasing ice water content and a subse-
quent decrease with declining crystal number concentrations can be also found in LES [e.g.,Unterstrasser and
Gierens, 2010]. It is apparent that IWC is largest at the height of the contrail core or very slightly below due to
the large ice crystal number density. At lower levels more water vapor is available for deposition (Figure 7a)
but the ice crystal number concentration is too low to reduce ice supersaturation eﬀectively. In the fall streaks
ice particle number density is more than 1 order of magnitude smaller (Figure 7b), similar to what has been
observed [Heymsﬁeldetal., 1998; Schröderetal., 2000] and simulatedusingLES [UnterstrasserandGierens, 2010;
Lewellen, 2014]. Nevertheless, ice crystals grow faster in lower levels because more water vapor is on average
available and reach on average up to 200 μm (Figure 7d) before sedimenting into subsaturated regions. The
process rates show that in the level of contrail formation and above there is a continuing loss of ice crystals
and water mass, whereas in levels below ice crystal number and mass grow by sedimentation, part of which,
however, sublimate in subsaturated air which constitutes a sink in ice crystal number.
In our long-lived ice supersaturated area the lifetime of the contrail cirrus cluster is strongly controlled by
sedimentation. Ice crystal number concentrations in our simulation are on average reduced by 3 orders
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of a contrail cirrus cluster and the available water vapor. (a) Mean water vapor
concentration available for deposition per time step, (b) mean in-cloud ice crystal number density, (c) in-cloud ice
water content, (d) ice crystal size, (e) optical depth, (f ) total contrail cirrus volume, and (g) volume correction factor for
deposition of a contrail cirrus cluster formed during 1 h from air traﬃc over the eastern part of the USA (34–44∘N,
87–116∘W, 260 hPa). Values are horizontal means or rather sums over the grid boxes where contrail cirrus exists.
The black small oval indicates the air traﬃc height and time and the black solid line indicates the location and time
for which contrails have on average an optical depth greater than 0.0001.
of magnitude after about 10 h due to dilution and sedimentation. Although water vapor continues to be
available for deposition (Figure 7a), the decrease of ice crystal number concentration prevents a continuing
water uptake and limits the lifetime of the contrail cirrus cluster. Only a few large contrail cirrus ice crystals
remain. As described already in section 3.1, after about 7 h the contrail cirrus cluster has spread consider-
ably (Figure 7f ) and the ice crystal number concentration is so small that ice supersaturation can no longer
be relaxed within a model time step at ﬂight level (Figure 7g). This means that in such old contrail cirrus air is
ice supersaturated. At lower levels, in which concentrations are controlled by sedimentation, this is the case
nearly immediately. The contrail cirrus cluster displays on average an ice crystal number density and an ice
crystal size of less than 1 cm−3 and 5 to 10 μm, after about 5–7 h and therefore resemble natural cirrus at
ﬂight level.
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Figure 8. As Figure 6 but for (a) simulation 2 and (b) simulation 3. Please note that starting at about 4.5 h in simulation 2
and 3 h in simulation 3 after air traﬃc, ice crystal number concentration drops in some grid boxes below 1 cm−3.
Associated blue crosses are hidden by the green ones.
Optical depth, which is a measure for the radiative impact of the contrail cirrus cluster, is parameterized by
the ice crystal number concentration and the IWC [Lohmann and Kärcher, 2002; Roeckner et al., 2003]. After
formation optical depth (Figure 7e) is largest because of the large number of small ice crystals. Later on, when
ice crystal numbers decrease, ice water content increases due to deposition causing a sustainedmaximum in
optical depth.With declining icewater content, optical depth declines aswell. After 7 h average contrail cirrus
optical depth at ﬂight level is still 0.05, a threshold value for detectability from satellites [Kärcher et al., 2009].
After about 9 h the contrail cirrus cluster is on average too optically thin to be visible (optical depth <0.02).
The contrail cirrus cluster simulated here evolved in a geographically and temporally extended ice supersatu-
rated region. Nevertheless, themaxima of simulated contrail cirrus icewater content averaged over thewhole
contrail cirrus cluster (about 2 mgm−3) and optical depth (about 0.1) lay in the lower range of satellite and in
situ measurement [Iwabuchi et al., 2012;Minnis et al., 2013; Bedka et al., 2013; Schröder et al., 2000; Voigt et al.,
2011]. As we simulate the contrail cirrus cluster in January conditions, this could explain the lower values.
The mean ice particle size of the 3–4 h old contrail cirrus cluster ﬁts well with satellite measurements of line
shaped contrails [Minnis et al., 2013; Bedka et al., 2013] which have on average ice crystal sizes of 14–22 μm.
3.4. Dependence on the Synoptic Situation
In order to study whether our main conclusions from the above simulation hold also in diﬀerent synop-
tic settings we analyze two more simulations. We choose situations, in which contrail cirrus are particularly
long lived and in which microphysical processes are important for the evolution of the contrail cirrus cluster.
Long-lasting ice supersaturated areas are infrequent but of particular importance for contrail cirrus radiative
forcing [Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2009]. Contrail cirrus form over the same region and season, in January (see
section 2.3). One of the synoptic cases, simulation 2, is a long lasting but spatially very limited ice supersat-
urated area. The contrail cirrus cluster acquires a very high optical depth in this situation. The other case,
simulation 3, is a large scale and long-lasting ice supersaturated area with a limited amount of water vapor
available for deposition. The contrail cirrus developing in this system does not acquire as much ice water as
the case described above and therefore the optical depth of the contrail cirrus cluster is smaller.
We ﬁnd that both contrail cirrus cluster lifetimes are limited by the steady decrease in ice crystal number
concentrations. The clusters are still situated in ice supersaturated areas and water vapor is still available for
deposition but water vapor deposition on ice crystals is limited due to the low ice crystal number concen-
trations. Figure 8 shows the mean temporal evolution of the fraction of available water vapor that can be
deposited on the contrail cirrus ice crystals at the pressure level of contrail formation (260 hPa). As for the
contrail cirrus cluster discussed above for the ﬁrst few hours all the available water vapor can be deposited
on the contrail cirrus ice crystals with a sudden drop oﬀ at about 7 h for both cases. The drop oﬀ is more sud-
den in simulation 2 since the contrail cirrus cluster is smaller and therefore the background atmospheric state
is more or less constant over the whole contrail cirrus cluster. Even though the development of the contrail
cirrus clusters are quite diﬀerent, the timing of the limitation of deposition due to low ice crystal number con-
centrations is surprisingly similar. This is particularly surprising since the variability within one contrail cirrus
cluster can be extremely large. In simulation 3 diﬀerent parts of the contrail cirrus cluster evolve very diﬀer-
ently leading to a large variability in the timing of the limitation of deposition due to low crystal numbers.
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Table 1. Duration in Hours Until Contrail Cirrus Cluster Reaches Listed
Microphysical Properties at Flight Level
Experiment Δt∕𝜏a<1 n ≤ 1cm−3 r ≥ 5μm r ≥ 10μm
1 7 5 3.5 7
2 6.5 5.5 2.5 5
3 7 6–8 3.5 7
aSee section 2.2.
Contrail cirrus evolve and eventually resemble natural cirrus in terms of ice crystal number concentrations
(n < 1cm−3) and crystal radii (r> 5−10μm). This happens slightly earlier, after about 5 to 5.5 h, in simulation 2
later, after about 6 to 8 h, in simulation 3 compared to the ﬁrst idealized study discussed in the sections above.
Table 1 summarizes the timing for all three simulations.
4. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we present a microphysical extension of the contrail cirrus parameterization of Burkhardt and
Kärcher [2009] in the climate model ECHAM5. We use the microphysics scheme of Lohmann et al. [2008] and
adapt it for the ice cloud regime to make it consistent with a fractional cloud cover scheme. The microphys-
ical two-moment scheme is then introduced in the contrail cirrus scheme and the representation of contrail
microphysical processes, in particular deposition, is improved. The temporal development of a contrail cirrus
cluster has been studied. The early development of the contrail volume or ice crystal number concentration
has been compared to LES. The development in a long-lived and large scale ice supersaturated area is stud-
ied. Overall we ﬁnd that the microphysical extension described here had a signiﬁcant impact on the life cycle
and the microphysical and optical properties of the contrail cirrus cluster.
We reintroduced a fractional cloud cover scheme for ice clouds and parameterized homogenous nucleation
events [Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002], assuming that in a new cloud area the homogeneous freezing level was
reached. The representation of ice clouds was evaluated using in situ measurement data and a satellite simu-
lator and found to be successful regarding ice cloud cover and IWC. Ice crystal number concentrations display
a slight bias toward larger values relative to observations [Jensen et al., 2013] in an area strongly inﬂuenced by
convection. This is possibly a result of uncertainty due to the impact of convection andneglecting the eﬀect of
heterogenous nucleation. Ice supersaturation frequency was parameterized following Burkhardt et al. [2008]
and compared to satellite observations of Lamquin et al. [2012]. It was found to bewell captured except for an
upward shift of large ice supersaturation frequency in the extratropical upper troposphere consistent with a
too high tropopause.
Microphysical processes in the contrail cirrus scheme were parameterized as in the natural ice cloud scheme
as far as possible. A parameterization has been added that describe the evolution of the contrail cirrus
volume due to turbulent diﬀusion. The simulated decrease in ice crystal number concentration was shown
to agree well with LES estimates. The decrease was slightly lower than suggested by the LES but signiﬁcantly
larger than when taking only dilution into account. At the beginning of the contrail life cycle, ice crystal
number concentrations are so high that all the water vapor available for deposition is quickly deposited on
the ice crystals. Secondary nucleation is not allowed inside contrail cirrus so that low ice crystal number con-
centrations can be found after a few hours in the contrail core area or early on in areas that are dominated by
sedimentation. In those areas in-cloud ice supersaturation cannot be eﬀectively reducedwithin amodel time
step and deposition must be estimated from the diﬀusional growth time scale.
We simulate a single contrail cirrus cluster that is initiated from air traﬃc over the eastern USA and subse-
quently drifts eastward over the Atlantic. The contrails are formed within 1 h, with air traﬃc being switched
oﬀ afterward, so that the temporal development of the contrail cirrus cluster could be studied. The synoptic
situation, in which the contrails are formed and develop, is characterized by a long-lived and large scale ice
supersaturated area. This synoptic situation is ideally suited to studying the microphysical process rates and
their eﬀects during diﬀerent stages of the contrail cirrus life cycle. Furthermore, those long-lived contrail
cirrus clusters contribute strongly to the global contrail cirrus radiative forcing [Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2009].
The lifetime of the contrail cirrus cluster is in long-lived ice supersaturated areas not limited by the lifetime of
the ice supersaturated area or the residence time of the contrail cirrus in it but by themicrophysical processes
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within the contrail cirrus. In those situations sedimentation is the most important process contributing to ice
crystal loss. The simulated contrail cirrus cluster displays typical signatures as found in LES studies, such as the
early increase in optical depth due to water vapor deposition despite a steady decrease in ice crystal number
concentrations. After a few hours optical depth decreases due to low ice crystal number concentrations that
start to limit water vapor deposition on ice crystals. This decrease in ice crystal number concentration and
IWC eventually limits the lifetime of the contrail cirrus, a process that could not have been captured using a
microphysical one-moment scheme.
In the contrail cirrus core area the ice crystal number concentration limits deposition after about 7 h and air
within the contrail cirrus volume remains ice supersaturated. In areas below the contrail that are dominated
by sedimentation, ice crystals are not able to relax ice supersaturation to saturation eﬀectively after only a
couple of hours and ice supersaturation occurs regularly.
At the beginning of the contrail life cycle microphysical properties of contrails are very distinct from those of
natural cirrus, with ice crystal number concentrations of 10–100 cm−3 and ice crystal sizes of 1 μm as com-
pared to less than 1 cm−3 andmore than 5–10 μm for natural cirrus. In our case studies a contrail cirrus cluster
has on average the latter properties after about 5–7 h and therefore resembles natural cirrus.
The improvements of the contrail cirrus parameterization introduced in this paper are aimed at reducing the
uncertainty in contrail cirrus climate forcing estimates. An important step toward this goal is to improve the
parameterization of physical processes governing the life cycle of contrail cirrus clouds in models [Burkhardt
et al., 2010]. The evaluation of the parameterization is hampered by the sparsity of appropriate data sets.
Therefore, it is crucial to improve our understanding of the processes controlling the contrail cirrus evolution
and compare GCM simulations with simulations and process understanding generated by LES. We believe
that this is an important step toward improving the credibility of contrail cirrus simulations in climatemodels.
Furthermore, a continued eﬀort improving the representationof upper tropospheric humidity, natural clouds,
and nucleation events in natural cirrus is important for reducing the uncertainty of contrail cirrus properties
and radiative forcing.
In a following paper we will study the impact of the microphysical extension on contrail cirrus properties
and the associated radiative forcing of contrail cirrus when considering global air traﬃc. We will also use this
model setup for studying the impact of a reduction of initial ice crystal concentration as expectedwhen using
alternative fuels. We expect that the reduction of the initial ice crystal number has a signiﬁcant impact on
contrail cirrus cover, properties, and radiative forcing.
Appendix A: Contrail Cirrus Volume
Particular care has been taken to capture the increase in contrail cirrus volume due to ice crystal sedimenta-
tion and turbulent diﬀusion in the presence of wind shear. The contrail cirrus volume growth due to turbulent
diﬀusion (
(
𝜕V
𝜕t
)
dif
, equation (2)) is parameterized followingDürbeck andGerz [1996]. Instead of calculating the
growthof oneparticular contrailwe calculate themeangrowthof a number of contrails of a speciﬁed age.Due
to the low temporal resolution of the climate model, we can set the horizontal and skewed diﬀusional coef-
ﬁcient to zero, because with increasing time they have a diminishing inﬂuence on the growth of the contrail
cirrus cross section, A. The growth of A with time, t, is just dependent on wind shear, s, and vertical diﬀusion
in the following way:
A(t) = 2𝜋
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2
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]1∕2
. (A1)
We initialize the initial horizontal and vertical plume standard deviation, 𝜎h,0 and 𝜎v,0, assuming that the con-
trail cirrus height and width at the time step of contrail initialization (7.5 min) correspond to three times the
respective standard deviation. We use a typical vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient, Dv , for the tropopause region of
0.15 m2/s [Dürbeck and Gerz, 1996]. We apply equation (A1) to the mean cross section of contrail cirrus of a
particular age in each grid box and calculate the growth of the cross section and volume for all individual
contrail cirrus age classes. This calculation requires distinguishing between the volume and length of contrail
cirrus of diﬀerent age classes (section 2.2). Figure A1a shows the relative growth of the contrail cross section
for diﬀerent values of shear. The higher the shear the faster the area cross section increase in the beginning.
After about 150 min there is no diﬀerence between the shear cases since for larger shear the cross-sectional
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Figure A1. Temporal evolution of relative increase of contrail area cross section (a) by turbulent diﬀusion for various
values of shear (s−1) and (b) by sedimentation for diﬀerent ice particle sizes (μm) within one time step (30 min).
(For comparison, in Figure A1b the blue line shows the increase by turbulent diﬀusion with shear = 0.003 s−1. The
cross-sectional growth due to sedimentation is calculated each time step using A as starting point when assuming
only growth by turbulent diﬀusion with a shear of 0.003 s−1.)
increase and the cross section itself is larger than for low-shear cases. The relative increase is only dependent
on the time step length, because for large values of t, the functionΔA∕A is approximately identical to 2Δt∕t.
Early in the contrail lifetime the growth of A is dominated by diﬀusional growth, whereas later on, when
contrail ice crystals have grown due to deposition of water vapor on the ice crystals, volume growth due to
sedimentation (
(
𝜕V
𝜕t
)
sed
, equation (2)) is getting more important (Figure A1b). At this point the growth of
the contrail cross-sectional area is determined by the interplay of wind shear and sedimentation. We esti-
mate the increase in the height of the contrail using the fall velocity of the sedimenting ice crystals, assuming
ice crystals with speciﬁed mean size, from the model’s microphysics scheme and calculating the vertical dis-
placement of the sedimenting ice crystals within a time step. The increase in contrail volume in Figure A1b is
calculated from this contrail height increase and an estimate of the contrail width using a simpliﬁed version
of the parameterization by Dürbeck and Gerz [1996] consistent to equation (A1):
𝜎2h =
2
3
s2Dvt
2 + s2𝜎2v,0t
2 + 𝜎2h,0. (A2)
In theGCM simulations the contrail cirruswidth is calculated from the horizontally spread contrail cirrus cover,
which is controlled by the vertical wind shear as in the parameterization of Burkhardt and Kärcher [2009].
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